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The IDB has been a consistent source 

of support for the development of S&T+I 

in Latin America and the Caribbean

IDB Lending for S&T+i
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The IDB and S&T+I indicators

• The Inter-American Bank is working on an 
ongoing initiative to improve the availability of 
comparable indicators of scientific, technological 
and innovative activity in Latin America and the 
Caribbean.

• This follows the publication in 2006 of a 
compendium of indicators that, although limited 
in scope, was extremely well received.

• So far, this initiative has two main components:
– A comparative research project on 

innovation and productivity in Latin America.
– A review of the current status of S&T+I 

indicators in the region, with the purpose of 
upgrading/updating our 2006 publication on 
the subject.



Our 2006 publication



And the indicators it contained…



Compare with the depth of education 

indicators…



Balance

• The most attractive feature for users was 
that the information was “benchmarked” 
(compared to OECD averages, leading 
advanced economies, advanced economies 
with cultural or economic similarities, China)

• The most serious shortcoming were:
– Few indicators

– Lack of information for many countries

– Key areas missing, most notable private 
sector innovation activities

– Complete reliance on secondary sources, 
even though they were reliable and 
recognized



What’s next

• Contextualization (discussion of innovation activity in the context of 
given economic structures in each country -a la Maloney/ Rodriguez-
Clare or Crespi-).

• More indicators:
– primarily adding those covering business innovation activity

– But also a richer set of inputs (human resources, entrepreneurship, 

– And outputs (productivity)

• More countries included

• Utilization of micro data and primary sources

• Partnerships with leading organizations working on the issue

• Elaboration of combined indicators or indexes (caveat: serious 
methodological issues to be solved)

• Adaptation of indicators and indexes to idiosyncratic features of LAC 
national innovation systems, among them:

– Emphasis on informal innovation activities (non-patent 
innovation…)

– Ways in which LAC participates in global knowledge networks

– Social impacts of innovation

– Emphasis on adaptation of technology

– Emphasis on sectors where most of innovation is happening in LAC 
(ICT industry, for instance)



Innovation Surveys

• Currently, we can extract meaningful comparable 

information (for a limited set of items and indicators) 

from surveys in Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia 

and Uruguay. Peru is less solid but still workable. 

Mexico might be also included. This is what we are 

doing with our research project on innovation and 

productivity (jointly with some case studies).

• Need to adopt a medium term view:

– We are taking steps to expand the set of countries having 

an established practice of innovation surveys.

– We are also working on expanding surveys to the service 

sector.

– Considerable work is also needed in terms of comparability 

and access to data



Innovation and Productivity Project

• To produce a thorough characterization of the innovative behavior of 
firms in selected Latin American countries, as portrayed in the 
national innovation surveys available, or other relevant sources.

• To advance in the testing of the main outstanding hypothesis 
concerning the determinants of such innovation behavior at the firm 
level, following a consistent methodology and a comparable 
analytical framework.

• To establish whether private investment in R&D+i have an impact in 
productivity growth in the region, as the theoretical literature would 
expect,  and the extent and characteristics of such impact (by type of 
firm, by sector, by type of investment…).

• To generate elements for the interpretation of the information and 
analysis described above, through the observation and in depth 
exploration of a selection of innovative firms or clusters in particularly 
dynamic sectors.

• To illuminate public policy, by pointing at issues and pathways that 
could redirect or improve public intervention aimed at promoting 
technological development and innovation in Latin American 
countries.


